Hello everyone,

Hope you are doing OK..........

It's great to see many of you doing some fabulous work set by your teachers. If you haven't managed to keep up so far please don't worry....it's never too late to get started so go onto class charts and google classroom to see what you can do.

Remember, whatever you can manage at the moment is a great start as it is not always easy for everyone to do the work in the same way.....

Please have a look at Mrs Cartledge's presentations I have attached. I think a really important message for us all from this is 'How can this change us for the better'?

This is a tough time for a number of reasons, some of you may be feeling it is really difficult and this is completely expected. However, in tough times good can come out of it. Think about how you might have changed and then what changes have been positive. This will be something I will come back to over the next couple of weeks. Let's use this time to figure out how we can grow and develop positively. One example of this could be improving organisation on your school work. I will share some others over the next few weeks

So remember if you can please

1. Try to get a routine for your work - but this may have to fit around other things going on in your house.
2. Stay active where you can - Joe Wicks, activities in your house or garden......
3. Stay safe online - remember this please
4. If you are fasting for Ramadan I hope this is rewarding and you have adapted as well as you can to the different circumstances.

Please let me know if you want to ask anything as we are here to help.....

Stay as safe as you can everyone,
Mr Booth